ADJUDICATION

Define out-stack conditions to review, such as blank ballots, undervotes, marginal marks, and write-ins.

FLEXIBLE
Eliminates additional costs, time and resources associated with duplicating and re-scanning ballots.

SIMPLE
Contests needing review are automatically highlighted to help adjudicators.

SCALABLE
Have as many reviewing teams as the jurisdiction requires, ensuring efficient processes.

EFFICIENT
Define out-stack conditions to review, such as blank ballots, undervotes, marginal marks, and write-ins.

The first digital tool to streamline ballot review & adjudication.
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ADJUDICATION

Allows for **efficient processing of ballots that require resolution of voter intent** during the post-voting stage of an election.

Once scanned on ImageCast® Central scanners, ballots with out-stack conditions are automatically sent to the Adjudication application for digital ballot review.

Adjudicators will always have the full ballot in front of them, ensuring complete transparency during ballot intent checking.

Ballot changes always preserve the voter’s original intent. **Anyone reviewing a ballot will be able to see how the voter marked their ballot, how the scanner interpreted the intent, and how the ballot was adjudicated** (shown below).